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{BSTRACT In Australia regional policy has been rejuvenated at both the Federal and

S:ate govemment levels. This paper critically assesses these new policies in the light of the

::evious regional policy experiences of the Central Western Region of New South Wales.

l:e Central West experiences reviewed are the Top-Down, heavily resourced, growth centre

:rase of the 1970s and the Bottom-Up, lightly resourced programs, such as the Country
l:ntres Projects, ofthe late 1980s and early 1990s. The key lessons to emerge from these

:\periences are that a lack of resources forthe implementation of regional policy, a lack of
:.:ance and a lack of principals to underlake investment have been serious impediments in
'--. s past. There is also a need for ongoing assessment, evaluation and monitoring of regional

:",.iicyinitiatives. Itappears,atthispointoftime,thatwhereassomeofthelessonsofthepast
-:r'e been at least partly addressed, the new phase ofregional policy is too lightly resourced

.:J there is an absence of an appropriate mechanism for evaluating its effectiveness.

--:nsequently the new phase is at serious risk of not meeting expectations, with the resulting

- .s of political interest and possible an early demise.

I. INTRODUCTION

Regional developtrent policy u'as rejuvenated in May 1994 with the

::nouncement of the Colnmonwealth Governlttellt's new policy strategy in the
:t'-)rking Nation paper and the NSW Goverumenl's Statement on Regional

-.-.relopntenl. In 1995 this rejuvenation must meet the new challenge of a change

,: qovernment in NSW. In this paper these new policy strategies are critically
..sessed by measuring thern against criteria based on lessons from the past. The
- itorical perspective draws heavily fiorn the experiences of the Central Western
::Eion of NSW, a typical rural regiorr that has been arguably the recipient of as

-:ch regional policy as any other Australian region. It was the site of one of the

.:-.uth centre initiatives of the 1970s and has been the target of a rvide range of
-=:ional economic strategy studies and prograrns in subsequent years.
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2. HISTORICAL PHASES IN AUSTRALIAN REGIONAL DEVELOPME\T

For the purposes of review, the experiences of the Central Western Region cc
be divided into two distinct phases of regional policy:
Phase 1: The Top-Down, heavily resourced phase of Growth Centre policy und-
the auspices of the Commonwealth Department of Urban and Regional Developmen:
in the 1970s.

Phase 2: The Bottorn-Up, lightly resourced programs of the late 1980s and ear.r

I 990s.

The Working Nation and NSW Statement on Regional Developmenr signal in tlc
mid 1990s the commencement of a new Phase 3 in regional development policl
Whether or not this new phase is to prove successful will depend on how well :
addresses the lessons learned from the previous two policy phases.

2.1 The Growth Centre Phase

The 1970s represented a phase in Australian regional planning that was typifiec
by strong central government involvement in a "top down" approach to regione-

development. It reached its peak in the 1973-75 period underthe Whitlam Labt-:

government's Department of Urban and Regional Development, (DURD). The mos
dramatic expression of this phase was the establishment of growth centres in selectec

regions around the country. Similar to the post war reconstruction program, thi
growth centres program was a well resourced attempt, driven by the Commonwealr.
Government but supported by the States, to achieve significant decentralisatic:.
goals. The inspiration for the program, according to its Minister, was the Nerr

Towns Cornmission in Britain which after World War II "attracted one millio:
people to tlreir new planned communities"r (Uren, 1994, p.258).

The Central West became an integral part of this phase with the establishmen:

of the Batlrurst-Orange Development Corporation, (BODC), a statutory bodr
entrusted with planning and development responsibilities for a large scale economic
and population expansiorr in the eastern half of the region. Ambitious plans included
the creation of a new city located halfuay between the existing cities of Bathurst and

Orange2 with a target population of 100,000.

The project typified the big budget, grand vision era of decentralisation policl
in Australia. It had its genesis in the 1960s with concerns about the size and

projected growth of the large capital cities such as Sydney and Melbourne. In

Sydney's case such concerns generated a decentralisation policy goal to relieve
population pressures by shifting up to five hundred thousand of Sydney's projected

I The New Towns Commission had its origins in the Garden City movement, which
according to Pigou, probably gained impetus from Alfred Marshall's "Where to House the

London Poor (1884)" (Pigou, 1966, p.143).
2 These two cities are 55 kilometres apart. They were also planned to expand
signifi cantly in population.
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population growth to new centres in the State.3 The rural sites chosen for these new
centres in NSW were Albury-Wodonga on the border of NSW and Victoria and the
two cities of Bathurst and Orange.a

The basis for these decentralisation goals has long been debated, particularly the
notions that (i) large cities generate an excess ofcosts over benefits, and (ii) a large
scale decentralisation policy involving new city developments in rural areas is the
appropriate policy response to the problern.

Irrespective of the debate on optimal city size and its links to regional growth
theory, the reality is that the groMh centres phase ir, regional economic development
was wound up and although discussion about their effectiveness continues, there
exists a strong body of opinion that the growth centre policy was flawed. Although
conceived as a solution to the problems of large cities, it has subsequently been

assessed as a failed regional policy. Certainly the new city component of the BODC
growth centre project would appear to provide growth centre critics with dramatic
evidence of failure. They can still point to the single farmhouse on the side of the

road which was to be the centre of the proposed new city site. These same critics can

also draw support for their views from similar experiences in other countries. In
their survey of regional policies around the world, Hansen et al. concluded that "...
the growth centre approach to regional development was widely applied in the 1960s

and 1970s, but in the end, there rvas a great deal of disappointment with the results."
( Hansen et al., 1990, p.13)

With respect to Australian policy, Murphy and Rornan (1989) argue, there is a

lack of serious evaluation of the effectiveness of the growth cetttre projects. In the

;ase of the Central Western Region, the BODC ltas been wound up and the reality
..f population and economic development today is far short of the projections for this
r-egion presented back in 1973. There does, however. exist a detailed study of the

trocesses leading to the decision to establish the Bathurst Orange growth centre in

:he first place and the reasons for its fall frorn political support. Sproats suggests the

rroject was "...more a'child of circumstance'tharr a product of rational decision
naking in the sense pursued by planners." (Sproats, 1983, p.82). He is critical of the

rolitical and bureaucratic minefields that the BODC was forced to traverse and

:oncludes that "...the Bathurst - Orange project failed disrnally to achieve its stated

:bjectives because both the policy on which it was predicated and the planning

:rocess through which it was undertaken contained inherent problems which
nilitated against success." (Sproats, 1983,p.2a7). As well, government commitment
:,r the funding of the BODC was in the form of loan funds and the premature demise

rl the growth centre project left the BODC rvith a loan repayrnent problem that
:dded fuel for the critics'argur.nents in the debate over the appropriateness of the

:rorvth celttre project. Sproats estimated that repayment of these loans required a

ninimum growth achievement for BODC projects of 10 per cent per annum.

- 
Similar concerns about Paris resulted in a series of major regional policy initiatives in

: rance in the 1 960s.
' The population objectives were outlined in NSW State Planning Authority, (1968),
:;, dney Region Outline Plan.
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Regardless of the possible flawed origins of this particular project and que=--,:':r

about government commitment or the planning processes adopted at the time ai,: tE
failure to proceed with the new city development, the two towns skirting the ne'; :':*
site of the growth centre project, Bathurst and Orange, are today econorr..-.i.'
vibrant rural cities. Both towns possess a diversified local economy with goo.l :rr
infrastructure and facilities. A major food manufacturing industry clust:: :.u.

established in the Bathurst area (largely as a consequence of the BODC), and c..:'z-
the Bathurst-Orange area represents the largest manufacturing centre in Ne* S-,;:
Wales outside tlie Sydney, Newcastle, Wollongong metropolitan areas. Throu:-':'u
the 1980s and 1990s Bathurst and Orange have consistently recorded unemplor-:":m

rates lower than the State average.s The perforrnance of the rest of the C<::rt
Western Region which was not parl of the growth centre phase has generallr :x
less impressive, especially the western half which is experiencing conside:i: c

economic problems associated with a combination of declining world pric.'':,'
agricultural cornrnodities and nort-diversified local economies.

The intriguing question therefore is to what exter.lt did the activities of the B - -r-
and the early growth centre contribr.rte to the currellt good performance c::c
Bathurst- Orange economy? It certainly contributed to Bathurst's current dir er'.i,:;
industry structure including the previously mentiorted food industry clusle: ':;
relocated public enterprises such as the Land Information Centre (previous.'. ::c

Central Mapping Authority). Unfortunately this question is a part of the er- -a
centre debate yet to be exposed to serious evaluation.

2.2 The Bottom-Up Phase

By the rnid-1980s a nurnber of cornmunities in the Central West, as else*::::
in rural Australia, rvere suffering a major downturn through declining rr--,;
commodity prices, growiug protectionism in export nrarkets, dumping, rising ;: 

'.-"
and drought. ln response the Federal Government produced the Economic and R--z
Policy Statement of 1986 which inclLrded the lightly funded and essentially reme;.i
regional ecouornic policy called tlre Country Centres Project. The Central West ',. ,'-

the recipient of two of these projects, olte at Lithgow on the eastern edge of ---t

region and one in the Parkes-Forbes-Cabonne area in the central slopes area of ---,:

region. Both involved considerable commurrity consultation and tlie productio:. --
a feasibility study for a srnall scale project. The Country Centres projects were '--,:

vanguard of a new phase of regionaleconornic policy and, frorn the late 1980s to':c
early 1990s, the Central West had an abundance of regional economic stratesr.:"

discussion papers, follow up studies and feasibility studies. Some were funded :.
the Federal Goverrrntent Depaftments of the Office of Local Government and '-::

Office of Labour Market Adjustnrent. Sorne were funded through State Governm::.:
Departments of Business and Consumer Aflairs and the Depaftment of Emplol rn.-'

5 Bathurst and Orange averaged unemployment levels of 5.8 per cent and 7.6 per c;-'
respectively for the years 1989 to 1993 corrpared with a national average for the same per: :.:

of 9.0 per cent.
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and Industrial Relations and its Enterprise Ceutre Network. Lithgow, for example,
received simultaneously a Federal Country Centres project and a State Government
Economic Strategy. Sorne were city/town specific, others for the Central West as a
u'hole, while others, such as the Country Mayors Association Strategy funded by the
Office of Labour Market Adjustment, were for the whole of Country New South
\\'ales.6

At the time some saw this flurry of studies as marking a return of Federaland
State government interest in regional developrnent. However, close inspection of
government policy statements about regional policy revealed some subtleties that
:ast doubt on the strength of government commitment to rural economic
Jevelopment. New policy initiatives were to be conducted "within a framework of
ninimal government expenditure, intervention and expenditure" (Department of
immigration, Local Government arrd Ethnic Affairs, 1987, p.2). Subsequent
statements also attributed blame for the failure to achieve the development goals of
the earlier phase in regional developrnent on the country regions themselves.
'Despite a considerable expenditure of money over many years, employment and

:conomic growth in Country N.S.W. failed to keep pace with the growth experienced
:n major urban areas" (The Hon. G.B. Peacocke, MP, 1989, p.3). No recognition was

:iven to the fact that the earlier phase involved loans as distinct from expenditure on

:egional policy.
The responsibility for this second phase in regional policy was clearly

enunciated. There was to be a transfer in initiating responsibility as well as a lot of
rhe funding responsibility to the regions themselves, "local councils can make a
substantial contribution to fostering business developrnent in Country areas" (The

Hon. G.B. Peacocke, 1989, p.4), aud ,"The govenrlent will only be of help to those

:esions tlrat are prepared to help theurselves" (Garlick, 1992, p.6).

Typically the governrrent's role in this secortd phase of locally based

Jevelopment policy was to provide funding to cornurission a facilitator, or local
Jonsultant, to prepare a regioual strategy. The governntent would supply a detailed
:rief for tlie facilitator/ consultant to follow which rvor:ld include a requirement for
:roadly based cornntur-rity consultatiou. tlre collection of surall areadata, as well as

: ational and international trends analysis relevant for local area industry
3evelopment. Sometirnes additional funding rvould be provided for a feasibility
srudy to be undefiaken fbr the rnost promising developrreut prospect to emerge from
:he strategy.

The swing tor.vards bottom-up, or local comrnuuity based. regional development

:olicies was not peculiar to Australia; this treud was also a feature of regional
Jevelopment policy in three diverse econornies of the USA, the UK and Norway.T

The theoretical basis for the srving to bottorn-up policy approaches is difficult
:'r find in the conveutional paradigrns of regional economics. lnstead it appears more

' Note the Country Mayors Association Study differs from the other studies of this period

:n that it calls for substantial governlrent intervention to change regional outcomes.- 
For tlre USA see McGuire et al. (1994), Scliarre (1992) and Waterhouse (1994). For the

-'K see Corney (1993) and for Norway see Morten (1993).
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strongly based in sociological theories. Morten (1993) for instance suggeslr --:':

community cousultation of the bottom-up approach commonly uses the 'se:::-

conference'approach which originated frorn work done by Merrily and Fred En=:^
(Emery, 1982) and then spread to Europe as part of what Morten refers to as':r
"sociotechnical tradition".

Australian government policy documents and reports on regional developn::-'
rarely if ever acknowledge any theoretical underpinning or antecedent either at h::::
or overseas. The initial reaction to tlte new policy approach in NSW was ho\\e'. =-
enthusiastic. Individuals in the regions felt flattered by the involvement requirec -',

them, and for government the policy had the twin advantages of seeming polit::i
largesse in the provision of strategy funding whilst in reality being a very che":

approach to regional policy.
With the passage of tinre attd the growing abundance of seemin;.''

uncoordinated strategic studies, the initial enthusiasm in the Central West an,j .:

Australia at large seellted to wane. Overlapping programs from the Federal and Su:=

governments and competition arnongst the professional community of consulta:.:.

for strategic study commissions rnay also have added to the growing disillusionme:-.:

When faced with the prospect of duplicating previor-rs studies, a consultant would :.=

tempted to claim fault witlr tltese studies in order to justify his or her ne'..

commission. This process not only rvasted resources through duplication but \\ai
also destructive of community support so vital for the new approach in region.
policy. Another source of growing disquiet with the new approach was the tendenc'.

for many larger scale local opporlunities to stall.just after the feasibility study stag:

ofthe process.8

Certaiuly the strategies ilr the Bottorr-up Phase identified srnall business

opportunities and ntanv of these rvere realised. As rvell, local business people founc

the information base provided by sLrch str.rdies useful as demonstrated, for example.

by the high sales of the Central Western Regional Ecouomic Development Strategy

In general, however, the bottonr-up approach did not prove to be a major force fo:

regional development, and is corrsistent rvith Soreusetr's observations about bottom-

up approaclres. nauely that they':

are unlikely to rvork everyrvltere
. rely on the existencc of local econoutic resollrces to be developed.

. demand leaderslrip and cotlrrttttity etttltusiastn

. require financial backing

. are rarely the path to spectacular growth

. for the most parl coutribute to a margiual increase in growth over the

loug tertn"
(Sorenson, 1992, p.l5)

8 W. Waterhouse (1994) reports a sirnilar experience in Connecticut USA with 169

separate municipalities each rvith separate economic developnrent strategies that seem to have

had little impact on the state's ecoltomy rvhich is locked into Iong term recession.
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3. LESSONSTOBELEARNED

t25

The key lessons that emerge from the Central West experience are:
. the record of regional policy is one of poor implementation. Resources therefore

need to be devoted to establishing effective implementing process, including
organisations.

. fwo serious impediments to regional development that must be addressed by any
regional policy are a lack of finance and a lack of principals, preferably
corporate, who will undertake any investment activity.

. the need for assessment, evaluation and monitoring of any regional policy
initiatives.

lach of the three lessons is considered in turn.

-1.1 Implementing Organisation

The first lesson is that the past implementation record for regional policy is

3enerally poor. In the bottorn-up phase of regional policy the implementing role was

rpically taken by some form of regional development board or committee. The
nembership was likely to be voluntary and with limited, if any, professional support
s:aff, depending on the extent offinancial assistance from Federal, State or Local
ierV€rrrllert. The role of these regional organisations was critical in the bottom-up
:pproach to regional development. Lacking political constituency, financial
rsources and organisational structure, their task was rnade all the more difficult by
ie presence of rnultiple local area governments, which do possess financial and

:rsanisational resources but whose political responsibilities are restricted to much
;maller areas within the larger region. Some regional bodies were able to overcome
::rese handicaps. As O'Conner (1987, p.37) suggests, success for such bodies is

:kely to depend heavily on personality and local goodwill. Having garnered
::mmunity support, the successful regional bodies do seem to have been able,
:'rrough various funding meaus such as Federal and State government grants, local
:rr ernment funds or private contributions, to generate a regional focus, commission
,r otherwise stimulate research activities and bLrild up information bases that are

:nportant foundations for the new community based regional economic development
::proach.

In many rural regions, however, such bodies, including many in the Central
',\ est, were less successful. Whether it was the lack of key personalities, regional
::.-'dwill amongst the local area govemments or the tyranny of distance and small
:,::ulations in the more expansive rural regious, these voluntary organisations have

':ruggled to achieve the resources and impact that is required of implementing
:,-.dies in regional development. Consequently in many regions the commissioned
.:rategies and associated stLrdies serve as a useful reference but otherwise sit on
.relves and gather dust failure of tliere being any organisation with sufficient
:esources or influence to follow up their recomrnendations.

While voluntary community groups in NSW have not proved an unqualified
;:lccess as implementing bodies, neither did the bureaucratic, heavily resourced,
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Bathurst-Orange Development Corporation prove to be the definitive ansu'er. l.--:-:
is clearly a need to research tlre nature of an appropriate implementing bo;" - -

regional developrnerrt policy. This would encompass the issues of resources 3i i -- :

balance of responsibilities allocated to voluntary cornrnunity groups, regional :--::
bureaucrats and capital city based bureaucrats.

Waterhouse (1994) and Morten (1993) both pointto regionalpolicy impedir--:'-"-
in the USA and Norway respectively stemming from lack of cooperation be:-..-'-
local area governments. In contrast Scharre (1992) points to more positive oul; - - :
from West Tennessee projects but he stresses the irnportant roles play by int'lu::' i
sponsors, such as the region's congressman, the strong endorsernent and particip.: '
from local and regional leaders, strong state govertrment support to cc--':'
fragmentation of planning and services and the supporting role of the Univers-:. . '

Tennessee in developing a regional leadership role.

3.2 Finance and Principals

The second lesson is that there are two persistent deficiencies in rural Austr: '-
economies that limit the effectiveness of regional development policies. These :-:
a lack of finance for investment and a lack of principals, preferably corporate. '.i -

will actually undertake any investment activity. Any regional policy that fari. :

address these deficiencies will be a "Clayton's" policy.
The financing/broker compouent of econotnic development activitr is

particular significance for rural contmunities t.low that the days of cen:::
government largesse are gone. One innovative approach attempted in the Cer:::.
Western Region involved the funding of research into the establishment of a Cenl:"
West superannuatior.r fund. Whilst the corrcept itself had little commercial prosp-:'
from the very beginning, and has not unexpectedly disappeared, the project \\as :-
attempt to address the problem of a lack of venture capital for rural based proje::,
from an Australian capital market that is highly concentrated in both ownership a:.:
capital city location. It is suggested that the lack of venture capital in rural regic:.,
such as the Central West is a forrn of market failure that needs to be addressed.

Very few Australian corporations have head office locations in rural areas. Th..
includes those compar-ries that produce the mineral and agricultural commoditie .

from which Australia derives much of its export earnings. Instead corporate hea:

offices are corlcentrated in the major capital cities arrd this rnilitates against the.:
involvernent in rural areas. This locational bias reinforces a reluctance by corporate.

to venture into rural areas r.vhich is reinforced by a typically lirnited understandin:
of the advantages of notr-nretropolitan location.

The failure of so many developmeut strategies to proceed past the feasibilin
study stage is to a large extent attributable to this reluctance by corporate Australia
to become iuvolved in rural activities. An alternative for some local projects has

been the development of locally based cooperatives. However these are a poor

substitute for corporate experience and its associated financial, rnarketing and other
skills and networks.
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What can be done to involve suitably qualified prirrcipals in rural Australia?
Interestingly, recent literature supporting the new phase of regional development
does not explicitly address this issue. Rather it approaches the subject indirectly by
considering policies to make an environment suitable for investment by
infrastructure provisions, labour market requirements and regional assistance
programs. This literature ignores the possibility that there may be a dearth of
suitably qualified principals to entice.

3.3 Assessment, Evaluation and Monitoring

The final lesson from the Central West experience shows that regional policy
initiatives have finite lives which are terminated as soon as they are perceived as not
fulfi lling expectations.

For the State and Federal governments, the outcome of the Bathurst-Orange
Growth Centre experience was interpreted as providing clear evidence that the
erowth centre approach to regional development policy was flawed and hence should
never be repeated. From the perspective of the Bathurst-Orange community
however, the growth centre policy has left a valuable legacy of government
enterprises, a strong food manufacturing industry cluster and urban developments
that have contributed significantly to the economic growth and stability of the region
r-r\'€r the last fifteen years.

The Phase 2 boftom-up regional policies ofthe late 1980s and early 1990s appear
lo be highly regarded by government and government departments. Yet, for the
Central West community the impact of these policies is at best rnarginal.

These contradictory perceptions need to be reconciled in order to ensure that the
,.ngoing cornmitment of botli govemrneut and the regions thernselves to any regional
r:licy is not threatened. This can orrly be achieved by effective ongoing assessment
:nd evaluation of regional developrnent programs. This will require, among other
lings, the developrnent of a theoretical basis for regional policies, something which
:as been conspicuously absent frorn recent governrnent regional policy documents
nd reports.

Ironically the Federal govenrrnent's Depaftment of Local Government and

{dministrative Services Office did commission an extensive survey on local area

::r'elopment studies throughout Australia in 1987.e This exercise needs to be

=activated and applied to the proliferation of stLrdies and programs that have
:ccurred post 1987 and especially to prograrns in the uew phase of regionalpolicy
: -rently being implenrented.

{. PHASE 3: HAVE THB LESSONS OF THE PAST BBEN HEEDED?

The new regional policies of the Cornrnonwealth and New South Wales
r": r ernmerrts, terrned in this paper Phase 3 which include Working Nation and NSW
!::izment on Regional Developntent. were formulated frorn an extensive base of

See Conroy (1987).
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consultation and advice. The Cornmonwealth government drew its advice fror: ::,;
substantial reports commissioned for the purpose.'o The NSW government tu:. i::
the preparation of regional economic strategies for each of the State's eleven ci *::,
regions and followed up with a "Regional Forum" in each region. Interesrin; ., r.

systematic evaluation of past regional policy performance does not appear rt- r,: , :
been an input into the formulation of Phase 3. This begs the question; "har::c
lessons ofthe past been heeded?"

lt is clear that the philosophy behind the new policies is fundamentally' the s., -:c

as that outlined in Phase 2. That is " ..... the White Paper starts from the fundar rra
point that regions will be encouraged to help thernselves" (Working Nation. p .: -

and "..... restates the principles of the 1990 regional policy by reinforcrni --:c

significance of tlre self help approach ..." (Statement on Regional Development c

With a continuation of the Phase 2 emphasis on bottorn-up developmen:. ::d
effectiveness of the Iocal implernenting organisations becomes crucial.

The new policies recognise and attempt to address this need. I:. -'r
Commonwealth Regional Best Practice program, financial support is budgere: ::'
these organisations to assist them in activities such as initial setup, condu:: :-
regional "audits", the development of a regional vision and economic developr:.-r
strategy, the training of practitioners and irnproved access to government offices : -'
advice and support and the dissernination of infonnation on how the Best Pra;: ::
Program is operating in other regions.rr Mention is also made of the nee; :-
encourage local government involvement through regional groupings of coun; .

The NSW government has enhanced financial support to the Regional Developr.:-r-
Boards which it sees as providing "a focus for economic development and plani-.-:
at the regional level ..." and playing "an inrportant role in providing grass r..- i
advice to investors and goverttments about their regions business opportunii:-.'
(Statement on Regional Developntenr, p.l5).

In terms of boosting the resources of inrplernenting organisationS, the :=*
policies conform to the lessous above. Whether their structure and resources pr: ,:
capable of addressing the problerns typically associated with regional organisarr: :,
willonly be detennined by experience and a proper evaluation of their perfornra:.:.
some time in the future. It should be noted however tlrat the Phase 2 perioC : -

regional developrnent was typified by overlapping local policies and lack of ;_-
ordination between local authorities. With respect to the Central West the concE:-
remains that this region will prove typical of rnany rural regions where a srrc.-.:
regional organisatiort does not eventuate due to a cornbination of geographi:.
spread, lack of regional identity and local political disunity.

r0 These were the Reports of the Taskforce on Regional Development (the Kelty Repon
the Industry Commission Report, Impediments to Regional Adjustment, the Bureau :-
Industry Economics Report, Regional Developrnent; Patterns and Policy Implications, a:.:
the McKinsey Report, Determinants of Busines.s Development in Regional Areas.rr A total of$81 million is provided forthis program forthe 4 years from 1994-95to l9c--
98.

i
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The second area of concern identified from the evaluation of past policies, is that
of finance and the need for principals to undeftake economic development projects.
The new policies recognise the importance of finance for regional development and
include measures to address this but again the effectiveness of these measures is
subject to question. At a general level, there is a clear expectation that private
funding is expected to drive much of a region's future development. Despite the
media attention given to the large dollar commitments heralded at the launch of
Il/orking Nation,lhe overall funding for regional development is quite modest. Most
of the Working Nation funds are directed to the Government's unemployment
policies, although it must be admitted that some of these policies are regionally
targeted. The New Work Opportunities program in particular has a large budget,
some of which could be directed to rural and remote regions with high
unemployment.r2 The funds specifically directed towards the Regional Strategy
Jomponent of the White Paper are easily inflated if quoted on their four year budget
:ime frame. A closer examination reveals relatively low levels of funding for local
:nfrastructure, especially given the inclusion of funding for the international airport
:t Badgery's Creek.13

Two specific initiatives aimed at improving finance for regional development are

:he revamping of the lnfrastructure Bonds and the Pooled Development Funds
PDFs) schemes. These are not new initiatives and the fact that the conditions

:naching to these schernes have had to be revamped is indicative of the limited
)'Jccess they have thus far achieved. The infrastructure bonds scheme is designed
:,. transfer fundirrg responsibility for infrastructure projects to the newly invigorated
::eional organisations. These bodies will now have scope to "... rely on their own
:3sources" orto "... package viable projects in a form that will attract private sector
:.r estment" (lltorking Nation, p.169). Of concern is the fact that most infrastructure

::ojects in rural regions will not attract private investment interest as only projects
rked to the mass population nrarkets of the capital cities can give comrnercially

. .:ble results. A case in point rvas the Very Fast Train (VFT) proposal. The project
.::racted private sector investnrent interesr because it was designed to access the

>'. dney to Melbourne transpoft market. Some rural regions stood to benefit but only
:'. luck of their location in proxirnity to tlte proposed route. Even tlten, the project

': lndered prirnarily because the governurent u'as not prepared to sacrifice taxation
-:\enue associated rvith concessions requested by the private participants.ta In

This budget totals alrnost $ 1.5 billion over the fbur year period to 1994-98.

The Regional Strategic Infrastructule budget is $52 nrillion for the four year period to
_::-99.
" Contrast this with the experience of the City of High Point, North Carolina. Lynch

:o-1) describes how the city and its Econonric Development Corporation entered into a

:.=ership with private developers to construct a rnajor highway link road to enable a large

:. : real estate developrnent. The City was paid for its contribution in the form of land
,-:r:rs in the development proiect rvhich rvere then used by the Economic Development
, ::oration to create incentive packages to attract large corporates to locate operational
-:-::es in High Point.
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principle, it would appear that for the regions, the infrastructure bond s.-,rr- ill

designed to overcome this sort of problem but at a lower cost to taxation r. . -::r.
The PDFs scheme has also been revamped to increase its attractiveness ': 

-: "i",qn
is this a recognition of its previous failings? The purpose of PDFs is to en: -'-i-ury
equity funding for small and medium sized enterprises. This addresses a n=: 3a
is nationally based but is acute within regional areas. However despite sta:-:':mr
as to the regional attraction of PDFs there is nothing in the guidelines in ii' -rlEs

Nation to suggest these funds would be directed towards regional firms. ,-- :u
contrary, given the assumed higher risk associated with such investments in rii,-riu,
areas, why would profit seeking PDFs direct their investment funds towards rs;,-,ru&

based as opposed to capital city based firrns? The suggestion that regions :-,r-c
encourage the development of local financed and directed PDFs may attrac: i:':c
funding but such funds may also prove risky if their investment strategy is resr:-e:
to regional enterprises with a narrow commercial focus. This is of particulor cr'r:-I
for rural regions.

The need for principals to fulfil the entrepreneurial role is indirectly addr=..r:
in Working Nation. Regional organisations and local councils are expecis: -..

assume increased responsibility either as direct providers or as indirect provide:. :
packaging project proposals to attract private sector principals. Again the exper::-,-:
of Phase 2 is a best guide to the likely success of this approach. For its part the \ S *
Government introduced a number of initiatives aimed at overcoming nee;: .:
perceptions about regionalNSW as a business location. However it is difficult t.- .<:
these approaches having a rnajor impact on the supply of suitable princi:.,
interested in locating in regional Australia.

The above concenrs and qualifications about the new regional policies mea::
that assessment, evaluation and monitoring are crucial for the medium to long ter
viability of Phase 3. There is already a tendency for both governments to encoura:r
media-hype based on exaggerated expectations about policies which are essentiai.'.

made up of rnodestly funded, unproveu programs. It is inevitable that thes:
expectations will not be fully met with resulting loss of political interest in region:,
policy and the associated risk of these policies being downgraded or phased ou:

This can be best prevented by documenting, assessing and evaluating Phase 3 ri
terms of reasonable expectations. As a systernatic, continuous assessmen:

methodology is not part of the new policy prograrns, it could be argued that r::
absence is a rlajor deficiency.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Australia is entering a uew phase in regiorral econolnic development policr
However the policy strategy outliued in the Cornmonwealth Government's lf/orking
Nation paper and the NSW Governrnent's Slalentent on Regional Developntent does

not present a significant change in the preceding Phase 2 bottom-up policy approach.

r5 Estimates of the cost to taxation revenue increase steadily from $8.5 million in 1995-96
to $34.1 million in 1997-98.
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Whether it proves more successful than the policy experience of Phase 2 is
debatable. It has been suggested in a previous paperr6 that the Government's support
for the bottorn-up approach may be based more on the inherent budgetary and
responsibility shedding characteristics of this approach than in its ability to deliver
genuine regional development. The record of this approach is mixed with its
effectiveness being very much dependent on the quality of local resources.
Admittedly the Governrrent has directed part of its policy effort at strengthening
regional organisations and this may overcome some of the previous problems.
However some scepticism remains about the future of rural regions under the new
approach. They will need to be well integrated and politically well co-ordinated to
fight for tlre small governrnent benefits on offer. The alternative that is being
encouraged is to attract private sector investment in regional development projects.
Here again however the policy rneasures are unlikely to be sufficiently attractive to
overcome the biases against rural based regional activity and areas such as the
Central Western region of NSW will continLre to struggle to achieve significant
regional economic development.

Perhaps most importantly, the absence of an appropriate evaluation mechanism
as an integral part of the new phase leaves it vulnerable to an early dernise as was the
t-ate of the earlier phases of regional policy in Australia.
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